
The DDRx memory 
interface is the most 
complicated modern bus
Here’s what you can do to make things easier 
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We couldn’t live without DDRx interfaces.

DDRx memory interfaces are key enablers for the technology that shapes today’s 
lifestyle. 

Servers, computers, smartphones, gaming consoles, and GPS Systems are just some of 
the products that demand high-speed, high-bandwidth, double-data rate (DDRx) 
memory.

First, though, some facts

Each generation of DDRx DRAM brings new  advantages that allow for faster, higher-
capacity, and lower power-consumption products. 

BUT – each generation also brings its own unique signal integrity (SI) and timing-
related complexities.

As performance increases, design 
complexity increases

Successful DDRx interface design requires:

Investigation of SI impairments

Characterization of timing margins
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What makes DDRx challenges so 
complicated

Full validation of a DDRx interface requires: Performed comprehensively DDRx validation requires:

Signal integrity and crosstalk 
simulation to be run on all signals of SI simulations

of individual signal quality and timing  
measurements

the incorporation of signal derating 
factors based on JEDEC standards

the calculation and roll-up of individual 
byte-lane and signal-group-level signal-
quality and timing margins

Signal-quality requirements and 
thresholds to be verified for each 
signal

All timing relationships between 
individual signals and their 
respective groups to be analyzed
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Rules of thumb and reference designs only get you 
started. The reality is, every design is different. 
Engineers need confidence that their DDRx design will 
work as intended and meet all specs.



The outcome: Slower design cycles4

2.9
RESPIN

On average boards undergo 
2.9 respins due to 
insufficient analysis

it is highly likely that your current 
design solution causes you to 
unknowingly waste time on 
respins and miss project targets 
more than 50% of the time

and you deserve the confidence of knowing 
that your designs are robust!

Design analysis isn’t a feature : it is a fundamental 
requirement of product success

Source: Lifecycle Insights –September 2018



The true cost of 2.9 respins...5

$28.482K

The average time 
to complete a 
respin is

If you get your board 
right the first time 
you save

The average total cost of a 
respin is

16
DAYS

36
DAYS

$82.6K

You need to get it right the first time : 
don’t let your design tool slow you down or 
cost you money!

Source: Lifecycle Insights –September 2018
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HyperLynx DDRx never slows you 
down6

• Simulate the entire DDRx channel in a single run. Once the required models are 
gathered from the device vendors, it only takes minutes to set up the simulation, 
making it possible to analyze DDRx memory interfaces without missing deadlines. 

• Complete DDRx validation includes a comprehensive, automated analysis of all 
signal-quality requirements and signal/group timing relationships.

• A DDR wizard dramatically reduces analysis time and provides accurate, detailed 
results so that you can fast-track design decisions, improve engineering efficiency, 
and accelerate time to market.

• HyperLynx complements all PCB design flows.
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And it doesn‘t have to be 
complicated7

The HyperLynx DDR wizard interactively walks engineers through 
a series of questions to set up parameters for use in SI and 
timing simulations.

Users are guided step by step through the process of selecting 
IBIS models for controller and memory devices, specifying drive-
strength and On-Die-Termination (ODT) settings for read/write 
cycles, and defining byte-lane/strobe/mask assignments.

Wizard configurations can be saved as templates and recalled for 
future use, saving ramp-up time in future projects.

You don’t have to be an expert to analyze DDRx 
interfaces like a pro!

https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/legal/trademarks.html
http://siemens.com/software

